
By Jeffrey A. Hirsch

With the fifth worst bear market
since 1900 likely ended here in

election year 2008, the prospects for post-
election year 2009 have improved. The
recession that started in December 2007 is
likely to end around mid-2009. The stock
market is likely anticipating this by about
six months or so and looks to have begun
a new bull market. Much like the massive
66.7% Dow gain in post-election year
1933 when FDR took office, we expect a
strong year for stocks in 2009.

We expect the Dow to return to the
level it was at before it fell off a cliff this
fall at about 10500 – about a 40% move
from the 7552 low it reached on Novem-
ber 20 – that should occur in the first half
of 2009. There will be rough patches as

volatility and uncertainty remain, but
2009 should end quite positively. In the
Proving Grounds this month J. Taylor
Brown examines all the underpinnings
for the rest of 2009 in our 2009 Annual
Forecast that begins below. 

Two months ago when the market had
just completed the first wave of its recent
waterfall decline with Dow at 8578 I
suggested that the Dow was playing out
an unusually long version of the old
Three Peaks and Domed House pattern
and would return to the March 2003 lev-
els around Dow 7550. I cautioned “the
market has either further to go on the
downside or more time to mark before
recovering from the recent waterfall
decline.” This is exactly what happened;
coincidentally this is the same level as
the 1998 low when the Long Term Capi-

tal financial crisis caught the world off
guard.

Now we feel the market has begun a
new bull market and that the economy
should be improving by the middle of
2009. This is not to suggest that the mar-
ket is quickly on the path to new all-time
highs. There are likely to be many fits
and starts, progress and setbacks, as the
new Obama administration tries to imple-
ment its plan to revive the economy.

Stocks Lead the Economy

If the recession ends around mid-2009,
it would make this the longest contraction
since the Great Depression. But, at about
18 months in duration, it would be only
slightly longer than the two 16-month
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Proving Grounds: 2009 Annual Forecast
By J. Taylor Brown

It is time again to dust off the crystal
ball and break out the tea leaves. Not to

worry, with apologies to Carnac the Mag-
nificent, we no longer employ such arcane
methods in formulating our advice. Rather
we utilize good doses of historical and
technical analysis combined with experi-
ence and foresight.

Going on record prognosticating the
forthcoming year is always a daunting
task, as Mr. Market gets more complex
year after year. The ever-changing domes-
tic and geopolitical situation continues to
offer surprises, both negative and posi-
tive, affecting the investing landscape in
new and unique ways. But with that in

mind, the market continues to exhibit
inalienable patterns that manage to recur
even in the face of perpetual change. 

The intent of this piece is not to lay
out a comprehensive investment strategy;
rather it should be used as a guide in
preparing your battle plan for 2009. Com-
bining historical trends with real world
developments has served this Organiza-
tion well for over 40 years, and I will
attempt to offer a prediction worthy of my
predecessors who have keenly filled this
space for over four decades. 

2008 was a difficult year to say the
least. I have only recently become a bull,
a relatively unpopular stance amongst my
peers. I am no Pollyanna as there are

obvious glaring problems facing the
domestic and global economies, Wall
Street and the world at large. These prob-

Bottom May Be In and a New Bull Market Underway
Positive Thanksgiving Market Augurs Well For Santa
Nasty 2008 Improves Prospects for 2009

(continued on page 3)

(continued on page 6)
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Pulse of the Market
Net Net Net % % NYSE NYSE CBOE 90-Day Moody’s

Change Change Change Change Change NYSE NYSE New New Put/Call Treas. AAA
Week End DJIA Week On Fri** Next Mon* S&P 500 Week NASDAQ Week Adv Decl Highs Lows Ratio Rate Rate

1-Aug-08 11326.32 – 44.37 – 51.70 – 42.17 1260.31 0.2% 2310.96 0.02% 1958 1330 72 204 0.75 1.67 5.73

8-Aug-08 11734.32 + 408.00 + 302.89 + 48.03 1296.32 2.9% 2414.10 4.5% 1962 1320 90 229 0.67 1.67 5.74

15-Aug-08 11659.90 – 74.42 + 43.97 – 180.51 1298.20 0.1% 2452.52 1.6% 1702 1579 122 145 0.70 1.83 5.68

22-Aug-08 11628.06 – 31.84 + 197.85 – 241.81 1292.20 – 0.5% 2414.71 – 1.5% 1234 2042 47 223 0.70 1.72 5.58

29-Aug-08 11543.55 – 84.51 – 171.63 – 26.63 1282.83 – 0.7% 2367.52 – 2.0% 2082 1201 47 141 0.71 1.69 5.54

5-Sep-08 11220.96 – 322.59 + 32.73 + 289.78 1242.31 – 3.2% 2255.88 – 4.7% 1184 2079 83 259 0.73 1.67 5.49

12-Sep-08 11421.99 + 201.03 – 11.72 – 504.48 1251.70 0.8% 2261.27 0.2% 1271 2033 90 605 0.86 1.60 5.46

19-Sep-08 11388.44 – 33.55 + 368.75 – 372.75 1255.08 0.3% 2273.90 0.6% 1257 2064 206 1664 0.83 0.62 5.63

26-Sep-08 11143.13 – 245.31 + 121.07 – 777.68 1213.01 – 3.4% 2183.34 – 4.0% 630 2683 27 393 0.72 0.84 5.91

3-Oct-08 10325.38 – 817.75 – 157.47 – 369.88 1099.23 – 9.4% 1947.39 – 10.8% 393 2919 19 1373 0.78 0.76 5.96

10-Oct-08 8451.19 – 1,874.19 – 128.00 + 936.42 899.22 – 18.2% 1649.51 – 15.3% 79 3251 5 2801 0.96 0.57 6.12

17-Oct-08 8852.22 + 401.03 – 127.04 + 413.21 940.55 4.6% 1711.29 3.7% 2384 932 4 567 0.83 0.45 6.47

24-Oct-08 8378.95 – 473.27 – 312.30 – 203.18 876.77 – 6.8% 1552.03 – 9.3% 824 2480 7 1042 0.83 1.04 6.32

31-Oct-08 9325.01 + 946.06 + 144.32 – 5.18 968.75 10.5% 1720.95 10.9% 2698 601 8 899 0.68 0.61 6.42

7-Nov-08 8943.81 – 381.20 + 248.02 – 73.27 930.99 – 3.9% 1647.40 – 4.3% 1256 2022 8 186 0.82 0.39 6.37

14-Nov-08 8497.31 – 446.50 – 337.94 – 223.73 873.29 – 6.2% 1516.85 – 7.9% 406 2900 8 749 0.92 0.21 6.37

21-Nov-08 8046.42 – 450.89 + 494.13 + 396.97 800.03 – 8.4% 1384.35 – 8.7% 262 3035 5 1727 1.04 0.07 5.99

28-Nov-08 8829.04 + 782.62 + 102.43 – 679.95 896.24 12.0% 1535.57 10.9% 3052 230 9 195 0.63 0.07 5.76

5-Dec-08 8635.42 – 193.62 + 259.18 + 298.76 876.07 – 2.3% 1509.31 – 1.7% 1148 2102 10 265 0.75 0.04 5.31

12-Dec-08 8629.68 – 5.74 + 64.59 – 65.15 879.73 0.4% 1540.72 2.1% 1886 1362 15 158 0.79 0.02 5.35

Bold Red: Down Friday, Down Monday * On Monday holidays, the following Tuesday is included in the Monday figure
** On Friday holidays, the preceding Thursday is included in the Friday figure

12/15/08 Dow Jones Industrials & MACD 8564.53
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long recessions from November 1973 to
March 1975 and July 1981 to November
1982. However, if this is the case, then
the market is likely already advancing in
anticipation of the beginning of a new
expansion as it has before the end of all
recessions since World War II. 

The accompanying table shows how
the Dow has reached a bear market bot-
tom about four months before the end of
a recession with a range of one and a half
months to seven and a half months. From
the end of the bear to the end of the
recession the Dow has gained 23% on
average with some of the bigger moves
following the more severe bear markets.

Pulse of the Market

Market action has improved dramati-
cally with the budding 4-week rally push-
ing the Dow back up near its 50-day mov-
ing average (black line) for the first time
since mid-September just after Lehman
Brothers went under. The November 20
plunge looks like the final capitulation of
this bear market . 

Several of our other indicators support
this case as well and you can see a solid
base is in the making. After the Thanks-
giving rally the Dow pulled back sharply
on the first trading of December, but held
the October low levels above 8100 on a
closing basis. We expect this level to hold
and for the rally to gain momentum
though yearend and into 2009.

The MACD Buy indicator has moved
back into buy territory and remains there,
indicating this rally is gathering momen-
tum . Our Seasonal Best Six and Eight
Months MACD Buy Signals triggered on

October 20 at higher levels than present.
We were stopped out of our ETF recom-
mendations as the market collapsed last
month and are recommending reentering
some of those positions on pullbacks as
discussed in the ETF Corner on page 9
along with our other buy recommenda-
tions for the month. 

It is also encouraging seeing the mar-
ket calming down and not bouncing up
and down (mostly down) like a super ball.
Last week the Dow was off a tame 5.74
points and the S&P gained a mellow
0.4%. This is the first time there has not
been a weekly move of less than 2% in 12
weeks. 

There has not been a Down Friday/
Down Monday since the November 20
low – in fact, both were up big immedi-
ately after . For the first time in a year
we have managed to put together four
UP Fridays in a row. Until the last four
weeks 28 of 46 Fridays have been down.
Monday has been up two of the last four
and both days had mild-mannered
moves this past week. Persistent weak-
ness at the ends and beginnings of
weeks is a telltale bearish sign. We have
been waiting for improvement on Friday
and Monday and it looks like it is final-
ly happening. 

Market internals have also improved
with advancers posting a better than a 13
to 1 margin over decliners . A continua-
tion of this trend will add support to the
rally. New 52-week highs have finally hit
double digits again and new lows have
abated, suggesting that the decline may
have exhausted itself.

Most significant is the fact that the
Weekly CBOE Equity Only Put/Call
Ratio climbed above 1.00 the week of the
November 20 low for the first time

since September 2002. This is the sort of
extreme pessimism associated with major
market bottoms.

Interest rates have seemingly been
given a license to kill, as the 90-Day
Treasury Rate has been “double-o” for
the past 4 weeks . This is essentially
what forced the Fed to cut rates lower
than ever before and pull a new trick of
setting a range between zero and .25
instead of a set target rate. The Bernanke
Fed has become rather responsive and
arguably proactive in its efforts to shore
up the economy and stave off a complete
collapse. They appear to be making some
headway and the market is noticing.

January Almanac

Small caps tend to underperform at the
beginning of new bull markets as smaller
investors and speculative hedge funds that
mostly trade them are still reeling from
the damage of the recently ended bear
market. This has us concerned that the
January Effect for small caps to outper-
form big caps starting in mid-December
may be more muted this year if it materi-
alizes at all. This could impact our annual
Free Lunch Menu of bargain stocks as
these beaten-down issues are usually of
the smaller variety. However, this list will
be compiled using the close of Friday,
December 19 and delivered to subscribers
via email alert well before the open on
Monday, December 22.

January’s prognosticating power was
reinforced in 2008. All of our indicators
were negative and the market proceeded
to crumble. The first of those indicators
to register will be the Santa Claus Rally.
This is the seven-trading-day period that
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Prospects for 2009
(continued from page 1)

(continued on page 4)

Stocks Lead The Economy Out of Recession Post WWII

Bear Market Associated With Recession DJIA Recession Lead By DJIA at % Change
Start DJIA End DJIA % Change Start End Months Rec. End End to End
15-Jun-48 193.16 13-Jun-49 161.60 – 16.3% Nov-48 Oct-49 3.7 189.54 17.3%
5-Jan-53 293.79 14-Sep-53 255.49 – 13.0% Jul-53 May-54 7.6 327.49 28.2%
6-Apr-56 521.05 22-Oct-57 419.79 – 19.4% Aug-57 Apr-58 5.4 455.86 8.6%
5-Jan-60 685.47 25-Oct-60 566.05 – 17.4% Apr-60 Feb-61 3.3 662.08 17.0%
3-Dec-68 985.21 26-May-70 631.16 – 35.9% Dec-69 Nov-70 5.3 794.09 25.8%
11-Jan-73 1051.70 6-Dec-74 577.60 – 45.1% Nov-73 Mar-75 2.8 768.15 33.0%
8-Sep-78 907.74 21-Apr-80 759.13 – 16.4% Jan-80 Jul-80 2.4 935.32 23.2%
27-Apr-81 1024.05 12-Aug-82 776.92 – 24.1% Jul-81 Nov-82 2.7 1039.28 33.8%
17-Jul-90 2999.75 11-Oct-90 2365.10 – 21.2% Jul-90 Mar-91 4.7 2913.86 23.2%
14-Jan-00 11722.98 21-Sep-01 8235.81 – 29.7% Mar-01 Nov-01 1.4 9851.56 19.6%
9-Oct-07 14164.53 20-Nov-08 7552.29 – 46.7% Dec-07 ???? At Press Time *

Averages – 23.9% 3.9 23.0%
Source: National Bureau of Economic Research * As of 12/17/2008, not in averages.



ends on the second trading day of the
New Year. It normally delivers a decent
1.4% gain, but when it posts a loss it is
frequently a sign of trouble ahead – 2008
case in point. Some semblance of bullish
seasonality returning to Thanksgiving
week is a positive sign for Santa to come
back to town.

A few days later our First Five Days
Early Warning System provides further
guidance. But the most crucial indicator
will be the full-month January Barome-
ter, which states as the S&P 500 goes in
January, so goes the year. Devised in 1972
by Yale Hirsch, this gauge has provided an
accuracy ratio of 91.4%. It will be espe-
cially indicative with the market reacting
to the agendas and priorities being set by
the new Obama administration and a new
Congress convening in addition to regular
slew of economic data releases, earnings
announcements and market forecasts. The
results of all these indicators will be
emailed as they occur.

After one of the worst Januarys on
record in 2008, prospects for January
2009 are good, but should the market per-
form poorly as it did last year during the
seasonally favorable period, we will adjust
our outlook accordingly. The first trading
day of January has lost its luster in recent
years and is not as strong as it used to be.
The second day is much stronger. Monday
of expiration week has a bullish bias, but
expiration day is weak and the month
tends to end on a strong note.

2009 Perspectives

2009 is a post-election year and these
are historically the worst performing years
of the 4-year cycle. However, there are
several wrinkles that bode well for 2009.
First, 2008 has been horrible, recording
the fifth worst bear market for the Dow
since 1900. I took a look at how the post-
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election year plays out after a bear market
bottoms in the previous election year. 

This has happened only five previous
times since 1900. The following post-
election years have produced average
gains of 19% with the two losses caused
by the Rich Man’s Panic of 1901-1903
and the double-dip recession during 1980-
1982. As a comparison pre-election year
bear market bottoms produced an average
gain of 10.1% in the subsequent post-
election year versus –3.0% in all the other
post-election years.

The Stock Trader’s Almanac 2009 is
loaded with other important patterns and
trends for next year. Page 32 contains a
new study that shows how the market has
performed much better in post-election
years under Democrats since 1953. Mar-
ket Behavior Under New Presidents on
page 34 shows new Democrats suffering
in two out of five years as unrest brewed
in Mexico and Europe in 1913 and
stagflation gripped the U.S. in 1977.

Our many other quadrennial studies
are updated. Market Charts of Post-Elec-
tion Years shows 21 years at a glance.
Then there is the ongoing saga of how we
usually “pay the piper” in post-election
years unless we have already paid as we
have in 2007 and 2008. Gridlock between
a Democratic President and Republican
Congress is best, but Democratic Presi-
dents have seen average Dow gains of
9.8% versus 8.0% for their counterparts. 

Finally, the “ninth” year of decades is
generally an up year for the market with
the Dow down only three times in the last
twelve decades.

Ranked #4 by Hulbert!

The last 10 years have been a volatile
period for stocks, but our experience and
timing methods honed over the five
decades have proved effective, earning
our Almanac Investor Newsletter the high
honor of being ranked # 4 among all the

newsletters tracked by the independent
and respected Hulbert Financial Digest
over the last 10 years ended 11/30/2008.

Annual Winter Vacation
Schedule – Check the Blog

Please note that the Hirsch Organiza-
tion will be closed from 12/21/2008
through 1/4/2009. During this time we
will not be releasing any email alerts. Free
Lunch Menu will be prepared using the
close of Friday, 12/19/2008 and the email
alert will be delivered well before the
open on Monday 12/22/2008. The next
email alert featuring the results of the
Santa Claus Rally will be sent out after
the close on Monday, 1/5/2009.

However, please take a moment to visit
the new Stock Trader’s Almanac Blog
on our website. We will be using this Blog
to post interim market, economic and
political commentary and welcome your
comments, feedback and input. This open
forum is for Almanac Investors to tell us
what you think and exchange ideas. Feel
free to use it to post any comments or
questions you have about any of our
research and commentary or to bring up
any new topics you’d like to see covered
or are interested in.

You can access it by going to
http://stocktradersblog.blogspot.com or
www.stocktradersalmanac.com and click-
ing on the blog link in the Resources sec-
tion of the homepage. We post the weekly
Investor Alerts there to create a forum for
subscribers to ask questions or comment
on them. Please feel free to go there after
each week’s alert, login, and discuss the
topics of the week. In addition to the
Alerts, we will be posting special updates
and market commentaries from time to
time.

We have also set up both RSS feed and
Email Subscription options so Almanac
Investor subscribers can simply go to the
blog and sign up to get alerted to the
newest entries and updates automatically.
We invite you to the blog in order to sign
up for this automatic feature (see the
upper right corner of the blog’s homepage
to choose what option best suits you:
email or reader).

Happy Holidays & Happy New Year,
we wish you all a healthly and prosperous
2009!

Post-Election After Election Year Bear Markets Bottoms
Bear Market Bottom % Change Following

Date DJIA Year Post-Election Year
24-Sep-00 38.80 Election – 8.7 1901 Rich Man' Panic
8-Jul-32 41.22 Election 66.7 1933
25-Oct-60 566.05 Election 18.7 1961
21-Apr-80 759.13 Election – 9.2 1981 Double-Dip Recession
24-Jul-84 1086.57 Election 27.7 1985
20-Nov-08 7552.29 Election At Press Time * not in average

Average 19.0

Prospects for 2009
(continued from page 3)
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By Bill Staton, MBA, CFA

Editor’s Note: It is with great pride that
we introduce to you the inaugural edition
of our new Almanac Investor book series.
It is quite fitting that Bill Staton is the
author of this first installment. We have
known and worked with Bill since the
early 1990s. Bill’s analysis, advice and
recommendations have appeared in our
newsletters on numerous occasions.

Bill’s firm is also steeped in history
and has been beating the market and
making money for clients for over 40
years. His America’s Finest Companies®

system was forged at the depths of the
stagflation, economic trouble and market
weakness of the 1970s—and is rock-solid
because of that. With the market currently
under similar dire circumstances this
book is extremely timely.

For the past 18 years Staton has pro-
duced his directory of America’s Finest
Companies. In order to make the cut for
this invaluable perennial each company
has to have a long history of consecutive
years of rising dividends and/or earn-
ings—at least 10 years. These companies
are the crème de la crème and have
reaped steady, market-beating returns
with lowered risk year in and year out.

In Double Your Money, Bill Staton’s
entire simple, do-it-yourself AFC system
is revealed and explained with clear step-
by-step instructions and included the
entire current listing of all of America’s
Finest Companies. We also think you will
enjoy Bill’s snappy, sometimes down-
home, entertaining writing style and the
invaluable investment wisdom and knowl-
edge he has accumulated over the past
four decades. In honor of its recent
release we invited Bill to submit his latest
thoughts on stocks.

In my financial newsletter, Staton’s E-
Money Digest (www.statoninstitute.com),
I run a guided portfolio—The Baker’s
Dozen—of 13 stocks chosen from my
annual investment directory, America’s
Finest Companies®. My trademarked AFC
universe lists more than 300 U.S.-based
public corporations with at least 10 con-
secutive years of higher dividends and/or
earnings per share. These AFCs have con-

sistently outperformed in good markets,
so-so markets, and bear markets like the
current one.

To prove this point, let’s take a look at
The Baker’s Dozen up close through
December 15, 2008:

The P/E ratio on reported earnings per
share at only 10.5X is little more than half
the 19.8 P/E of the S&P 500. Earnings for
the S&P are down nearly half from their
peak north of $85.00 while earnings for
The Dozen are more than holding their
own.

Dividends for the S&P are still falling

whereas for The Dozen they continue to
rise each year. All 13 are paying a higher
dividend in 2008 compared to 2007. The
current yield is a whopping 5.1% vs. only
3.0% for the S&P 500. That 5.1% yield is
nearly twice as much as the 2.87% yield
for the 30-year Treasury bond and well
above the current inflation rate of about
4%.

How have these AFCs performed? We
started The Baker’s Dozen on June 18,
2000 with $13,000 (reinvesting dividends
quarterly) just as the markets began a
major move south. We’ve closed out more
than 30 positions as many of the compa-
nies became overvalued, were acquired, or
dropped out of the America’s Finest uni-
verse.

To date, the portfolio has slightly more
than doubled to $27,855. That’s a com-
pound annual return of 8.7%. When we
started, the Dow was at 10,497 compared
with 8,924 now (-15.0%). The S&P 500
stood at 1,479 compared to 913 today (-
38.3%). The NASDAQ has plummeted
from 4,064 to 1,590 (-60.1%).

All 13 of The Baker’s Dozen are strong
buys at these levels with some like Gener-
al Electric, Home Depot and Pfizer down
more than 60% each from all-time highs.
And all are investment grade to boot.

In the words of a very astute money
manager, Jeremy Grantham, “How will
you feel if you don’t buy the cheapest
market for 20 years and it runs away and
leaves you? Horrible.”

I agree.

Bill Staton's Baker's Dozen Portfolio
Record % Down

12/16/08 High From
Company / Symbol Price P/E Yield EPS Divds. Price High
3M Co./MMM 58.32 10.1 3.4% 5.77 2.00 97.00 – 39.9%
Cintas Corp./CTAS 25.28 11.8 1.8% 2.14 0.46 56.60 – 55.3%
Dover Corp./DOV 30.99 8.9 3.2% 3.47 1.00 54.59 – 43.2%
General Electric/GE 17.92 9.5 6.9% 1.89 1.24 60.50 – 70.4%
Home Depot/HD 24.32 8.7 3.7% 2.79 0.90 70.00 – 65.3%
Intl. Bus. Mach/IBM 86.40 10.6 2.3% 8.17 2.00 139.20 – 37.9%
Nucor Corp./NUE 45.65 6.8 3.1% 6.76 1.40 83.56 – 45.4%
Pfizer/PFE 17.36 11.1 7.4% 1.56 1.28 50.04 – 65.3%
Realty Income/O 23.39 12.4 7.2% 1.89 1.69 34.86 – 32.9%
RPM Intl./RPM 13.49 7.5 5.9% 1.81 0.80 25.74 – 47.6%
Sonoco Products/SON 25.17 11.4 4.3% 2.21 1.08 44.91 – 44.0%
TEPPCO Partn./TPP 19.58 11.4 14.8% 1.72 2.90 46.20 – 57.6%
Wal-Mart/WMT 55.24 16.0 1.7% 3.46 0.95 70.30 – 21.4%

Averages 10.5 5.1% – 48.2%
S&P 500 913.18 19.8 3.0% 46.10 27.27 1565.15 – 41.7%

Double Your Money in America’s Finest Companies
The Unbeatable Power of Rising Dividends
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lems and issues are well-documented and
recanted ad nauseum by the media; after
all, if it bleeds it leads. Bailouts, foreclo-
sures, massive layoffs and malfeasance
have dominated the headlines since the
market began its waterfall decline this
autumn. I feel that the worst is behind us
and there is far more upside potential in
the market than downside risk.

The market’s fall from grace did not
catch Almanac Investors off guard as we
were warning about a major market down-
turn well before it actually happened. Our
February 2008 issue called the recession
and accurately forecasted the nascent bear
market. In fact I began to lay out the
impending problems in the Housing Mar-
ket in the October 2005 issue of the
Almanac Investor, calling the bubble back
when I penned the following: 

Yes there is a lot of cheap money for
people to buy houses with and shelter is a
necessity. [But] this many houses swap-
ping hands smacks of rampant specula-
tion and the picture painted by laying the
data into graphic form conjures images of
NASDAQ’s heyday. What will happen
when people stop buying? How many
times can “investment grade” properties
be flipped? This is getting ridiculous and
the ones that are going to suffer are fami-
lies who are putting everything they own
into buying a house at inflated prices with
an adjustable mortgage that they can’t
afford. These conditions are reminiscent
of the situation just before nest eggs got
destroyed when the stock market soured in
early 2000.

The damage is done, and the collateral
losses associated with bad lending, has
taken its toll. But what’s done is done and
the concerted efforts of the government
and the determination of the American
people will see us through yet another
financial crisis. We have been through this
before and will emerge stronger and
hopefully smarter. 

2008 Forecast Recap 

Last year at this time we made the fol-
lowing forecast:

Unless we see a considerable improve-
ment in the general economy, potential
upside next year will be limited. Greater
than a 10% move up to above Dow 14500

would be surprising. A holding pattern
around 14K during 2008 rallies is proba-
bly more likely. A 10% move on the NAS-
DAQ is probable, but 3000 is currently
overly optimistic. NASDAQ 2900 is more
realistic. 

The financially-laden S&P 500 has
significant drag and the recent market
high of 1565 feels a million miles away.
Recapturing that level would be a signifi-
cant achievement though doable, but a
10% move to above 1600 may be daunt-
ing. 

Housing, inflation and the ongoing
credit crunch each have a crippling
potential. A recession may be in the cards,
but the current administration is apt to
stave it off and will try to bundle it with
the next administration’s Welcome Wagon
package. 

We are a country at war, and histori-
cally that has precluded the markets from
completely unraveling. But remember, war
always leads to inflation. It is that infla-
tion that has roiled markets during the
ends of prolonged conflicts. The subse-
quent inflation has often forced the expe-
dited conclusion of a foreign incursion.
The strategy of exhausting a country’s
treasure has been a successful tactic in
war for centuries. It’s how we beat the
Russians. However, once the piper is paid,
postwar inflation has driven the market at
least 500% higher after the three major
wars of the 20th century.

The March 2007 low of 12050 is cer-
tain to be tested. Dow 12K and 11K are in
play and each represents a vital psycho-
logical level. If GDP goes red, or inflation
gets out of control, an incursion below the
2006 low of 10667 is not out of the ques-
tion, but unlikely. 

NASDAQ 2000 is far from secure in the
event of market turmoil, but in the
absence of such, 15% on the downside to
the neighborhood of 2200 is probable.
The S&P 500 is vulnerable and a retest of
1200 would not surprise us one bit. Due
to the nature of the index, a market melt-
down would put 1100 in play.

At the time we published that forecast
we were told that it was excessively bear-
ish. After all, the economy was humming
along. Money was easy and jobs were
plentiful. In retrospective our bearish bent
was not severe enough. Nonetheless, the
risk to the market was real, and as the
year progressed, it became clear that the

low end of our forecast would not hold.
Our call for a limited upside was accurate
and those who insulated against turmoil
were saved massive losses. 

Post Election Year

Since 1833, there have been 19 up
post-election years and 24 down with an
average 1.6% return in the Dow (prior to
1896, other major industrial indexes are
used). It has been a mixed bag. Reagan
struggled mightily after he inherited the
post-1970’s financial mess and the Dow
fell 9.2% his first year. FDR worked won-
ders after taking the reins at the depths of
the Great Depression and the Dow soared
66.7%.

Post-election years have often been dif-
ficult for the stock market. New presi-
dents, especially Democrats, often come
to power due to a poor economy. This his-
torical pattern lends a good degree of
uncertainty to the formula; if there is one
thing that traders hate its uncertainty. 

The Obama honeymoon is in full tilt,
and will undoubtedly ebb in the first half
of 2009. His transition thus far has been
impressive, but it amounts to little more
than a dog and pony show. Judgment, both
favorable and unfavorable, must be with-
held until he faces his first test. His first
major decision, selecting New York Fed
President Timothy Geithner as Treasury
Secretary is a sea change. The post has
been in the hands of former Wall Street
execs in recent years. The potential inces-
tuous relationship between the Fed and
the Treasury is a great unknown. 

His other significant impact on the
stock market thus far is his proposed stim-
ulus initiatives, namely hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars invested on infrastructure.
While initially cheered by both Main and
Wall Street, it could prove be a boon or a
boondoggle. Execution and oversight are
tough to predict. 

The Four Horsemen of the
Economy

Over the past year I have been moni-
toring four major indicators, the Dow,
Consumer Confidence, Inflation and
Unemployment, dubbing them the Four
Horsemen of the Economy. In and of
themselves they hold unique importance
in depicting the overall health of the

2009 Forecast
(continued from page 1)



week uptrend. The Dow has historically
turned positive in advance of the end of a
recession. Important technical levels were
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investing environment, but together they
paint a complete and compelling picture.
I have been quite successful in making
market calls since using this aid.

The Dow is in the midst of a bottoming
process. The November 20 close
(7552.29) looks more like a concrete bot-
tom as the market continues in a steady 4- (continued on page 8)
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the economy and the market and, by no
coincidence runs roughly inversely to con-
sumer confidence. Until the employment
situation begins to improve a secular bull
market simply cannot materialize.

War and the Markets

The single most important non-cyclical
influence that has held sway over the
stock market is war. We have dedicated
much time to this topic, and as the new
administration takes power, the reality that
seven years of foreign conflict may be
drawing to an end bodes well for the mar-
kets. As the chart illustrates, the market
has failed to make any significant head-
way so long as the country is embroiled in
a significant conflagration. 

For detailed analysis refer to the
December 2004–February 2005 issues of
the Almanac Investor. While we have com-
mented and updated numerous times since
the initial publication (which was in fact a
reprisal of Yale Hirsch’s original work
from 1976) the basic analysis still holds
true. The markets have been all but stuck
in a trading range since the Iraq War began
on March 19, 2003. The Dow was around
8200, NASDAQ near 1400, and the S&P
was trading below 900. While there have
been large rallies and pullbacks, there has
been no real advance made since 2000. In
fact, NASDAQ remains nearly 70% below
its Y2K high of 5048.62.

By real advance I am referring to
moves that leave the previous highs
behind for good – the greater than 500%
moves that have historically occurred
between all of the major wars the U.S. has
been involved in. What we are possibly on
the verge of is Dow 43000 by 2018!

2009 Forecast

There should be significant improve-
ment in the domestic and global
economies in 2009. The housing market
appears at rock bottom, and as it begins to
improve consumers should regain their
confidence. Mr. Obama’s promised infra-
structure investment should curtail the
steady stream of job losses and provide
huge opportunities for several sectors to
secure lucrative government contracts. 

There will no doubt be rough patches
as well as several geopolitical events that
shock the markets. But we are at or near a

obliterated in the market melt-down. The
most important recent development, how-
ever, is that some semblance of order has
returned to the major indices. 

While volatility does indeed remain elevat-
ed, wild market gyrations have diminished. The
Dow has almost recaptured its 50-day moving
average and is slowly creeping back to its 100-
and 200-day moving averages, another indica-
tion of strengthening technical developments.
Crossing back over 10K will be an important
psychological boost, one that could actually
occur sooner than most think possible. 

A fly in the ointment is the health and
survivability of three Dow components (a
full 10%). Bank of America and Citigroup
remain under considerable stress, and the
General Motors melodrama continues to
play out in slow-mo. But the strength of
most of the Dow stalwarts is not in ques-
tion and as the economy continues to heal,
they should be just fine. 

If it is indeed time to buy when there is
blood in the streets, then, judging by con-
sumer confidence, that time is now. The
Con-Con Index is at a low akin to the
major bottoms of February 1992, October
1982 and December 1974; all of which
proved to be excellent buying opportuni-
ties. The American consumer is the
engine that makes the economy purr. Fear,
or the perception thereof, makes people
tighten the purse strings. In reality there is
a plethora of cash on the sidelines, and
when the general public once again is
confident of the state of the union, there is
the potential for a huge rally across virtu-
ally every sector of the economy. Pent up

demand plus available cash bodes well for
the investor savvy enough to get in at or
near the bottom. 

Inflation is a sticky wicket. A sharp
spike in inflation at the beginning of the
current recession has been met with obvi-
ous deflation as the contraction wears on.
This is not a unique development as you
can see from the adjacent charts. Reces-
sions impact pricing power, but the Fed
must stay on top of it. Thomas Jefferson
eloquently surmised this monetary death
spiral in an 1802 letter to then Secretary of
the Treasury, Albert Gallatin, early in his
first term as President: “If the American
people ever allow private banks to control
the issue of their money, first by inflation
and then by deflation, the banks and cor-
porations that will grow up around them
will deprive the people of their property
until their children will wake up homeless
on the continent their fathers conquered.”

We look for inflation to continue to
ease until expansion takes root. The rate is
somewhat ancillary at this point. More
importantly is the Fed’s ability to control
inflation within acceptable bands. This is
indicative of the governments overall abili-
ty to manage the economy. Excursions and
rapid swings indicate a loss of control.
Currently the inflation situation indicates
that the Fed is not asleep at the switch.

Unemployment is the mother of all indi-
cations; always has been and always will
be. The current trend is disturbing as we
have surpassed the post 9-11 spike and are
encroaching upon 7%. The labor market is
in its worst state in decades and without
government stimulus will probably worsen.
Improvement in the jobs market lags both

2009 Forecast
(continued from page 7)



By J. Taylor Brown

Our migration to the bullish camp has
already begun to reward us as you

can see in the Almanac Investor ETF Port-
folio on the bottom of page 11. Our recent
recommendations were sent out via email
on December 4 in the December ETF Lab.
You can expect to continue to receive the
complete ETF Lab after the close on the
first Thursday after the first Tuesday every
month. We are continuously upgrading the
ETF services we offer you. Beginning
early next year, we will integrate our pro-
prietary research tools that will bring a
new dimension to researching ETFs. We
are excited about these developments and
encourage your feedback and questions. 

November’s ETF action confirms my
belief that the worst is behind us. As I
stated in last weeks email alert, I now
consider myself a bull. There are a lot of
attractive sectors out there right now. The
National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) confirmation that the United
States economy is officially in recession
only bolsters my conviction. Everyone has
different investment objectives, but what-
ever your exposure currently is to equi-
ties, consider increasing it on sharp down
days.

November’s miserable market has set
up a great environment for disciplined
buying. At a minimum, buy the big index
funds on sharp sell-offs. We were stopped
out of our index ETFs and intend to buy
them back at lower prices. Buy the Dia-
monds (DIA) with a buy limit of 82, the
PowerShares QQQ (QQQQ) with a buy
limit of 28 and the S&P 500 SPDR
(SPY) 84 or better. 

Portfolio Updates 

Three of the six recent purchases have
netted us double-digit gains. Direxion
Energy Bull 3X (ERX) is a triple lever-
aged ETF that we picked up at 31.09. It is

currently over forty and our return stands
at 31.0%. With looming OPEC cuts, hold
this ERX for the near-term. A sharp run-
up in oil will send this ETF way-up.
Moreover, the level that we recommended
it at has limited downside. Any dip below
38 warrants either establishing a position
if you missed it, or adding more. If you
don’t have the stomach for a triple lever-
aged ETF, you can buy United States Oil
(USO) at 39 or better. We added it at
35.41.

ProShares Ultra Financial (UYG) a
double leveraged financial ETF is still at
or around our recommendation price of
5.30. Financials are at rock bottom, and
unless you think the United States is never
again going to be a global financial leader
you should own this ETF at 5.50 of better.
There is some risk in this ETF, but there
are also some significant bargains that far
outweigh it. 

ProShares Ultra Real Estate (URE)
is also a twice leveraged ETF. It has a Net
Asset Value (NAV) greater than its recent
price although it is up 7.6% since we rec-
ommended it at 4.76. Buy URE up to
5.50. With significant exposure to the
recently decimated REIT complex, we are
looking for a sharp rebound well before
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ETF Corner: Bullish Call Already Paying Off

els to the NASDAQ 2100 level would not
be surprising and a recovery of the bulk
of the losses from 2008, back to the 2400
range is possible. 

The S&P is a mystery right now. There
is little doubt the ongoing restructuring
will continue as the fallen heroes of the
financial sector are replaced by the rising
stars from healthcare, infrastructure and
tech. Until we get a feel of what the S&P
500 is going to look like, venturing a fore-
cast is all but impossible. 

bottom and have already survived the
brunt of what will go down in history as
one of the worst finical maelstroms to
every hit the market. Dow 7500 is begin-
ning to look like a safe call for the poten-
tial downside for the upcoming year. 

A rapid rebound to Dow 10500 by the
beginning of the summer is likely as bear
market bottoms that culminate in steep
declines over the final 2-3 months, have
historically rebounded back to levels
they fell from within 6-8 months. Our

founder and reigning market sage, Yale
Hirsch, first made this discovery in
December 1974. Market conditions now
are eerily similar to those dark days.
Highs in 2009 could easily approach
12500 should economic conditions con-
tinue to stabilize.

I feel that technology is in an even bet-
ter position than industrials. The NAS-
DAQ selloff looks way over done and
1300 is unlikely to be tested in 2009.
Upside potential of 30% from current lev-

12/16/08 DIREXION ENERGY BULL 3X 44.28

12/16/08    PROSHARES ULTRA FINANCIAL 6.15

12/16/08   PROSHARES ULTRA REAL ESTATE 6.32
12/16/08 UNITED STATES OIL 36.44

(continued on page 10)
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the housing market fully rebounds.
In the December ETF Lab I stated the

you should “buy, buy, buy semiconductors,
you wont regret it”. Since then, the
ProShares Ultra Semiconductor (USD)
has rallied 24.7%. Sometimes things look
too good not to buy, this double leveraged
ETF is one of those cases. If you missed
the opportunity, wait for a pullback below
13 to get in. I am bullish chips for the fore-
seeable future; I think they have bottomed.

Tech will lead coming out of the bear
market. Buy ProShares Ultra Tech
(ROM) below 20. We added ROM at
18.04 and now boast a 13.0% gain. 

ETF Lab Recap

The entire ETF Lab is available on our
website at www.stocktradersalmanc.com
under the Almanac Newsletter tab.

Most Active

ETF volume was down sharply in
November due to the combination of the
Thanksgiving holiday and general market
apathy. Coming off of record levels in
October, November saw a return to more
normal levels. SPDR Energy (XLE)
dropped out of the most active list
replaced by another beaten down ETF
iShares FTSE Xinhua China 25 (FXI).

forming or may have already formed. 

Weekly
Advances/Declines

The powerful rally that began the final
week of November was the only positive
week for the Weekly Advances/Declines
line. Since the market meltdown began
early October, there have only been three
up-weeks, none more powerful than last
week. In fact it was, on a percentage basis
one of the biggest weeks in the history of
the Dow and S&P. 

Sector Performance

Bear/Short ETFs posted marginal
gains last month as did Bond ETFs; both
posting a 2.8% gain. Natural Resources
and Utilities also edged higher up 0.4%
and 0.04% respectively. The rest of the
ETF sectors posted losses, most of which
were significant.

The worst sector was semiconductors
losing another 22.0%. Real estate got
slaughtered again down 16.0% as did
financials off 15.1% more. Materials lost
14.1% and tech dropped 13.2% The list
goes on and on. Every sector except
Bear/Short is now in the red year to date
and every individual ETF except most
short/bear and a smattering of natural
resource/gold and currency issues is down
as well. A bottom is forming. 

Disclosure Note: At press time, offi-
cers of the Hirsch Organization held
positions in ERX.

The balance of the list remains the same
as last month. The drying up of volume
adds to my case for a bottom. 

Largest By Market Cap

The big boys got hammered again last
month. Down double-digits were two of
the broadest indexes; iShares Russell
2000 (IWM) and PowerShares QQQ off
11.9% and 11.5% respectively. Tech has
been savaged in the wake of the financial
crisis and looks attractive. The NASDAQ
is ripe for a massive rebound. 

The S&P 500 Spyder (SPY) has been
dragged down by exposure to financials,
shed another 7.2% last month. It market
cap is now below $50 billion, down well
over $20 billion since its high in October
of 2007. 

Gold had a nice month with the SPDR
Gold (GLD) tacking on 12.6%. Two big
bond ETFs, iShares Lehman Aggregate
Bond (AGG), up 3.0%, and iShares
Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury Bond
(SHY), up 1.1% were shelters from the
maelstrom that sucked virtually all equi-
ties into a death spiral. 

52-Week Highs & Lows

Like a broken record, another month
another massive total of new 52-week
lows. 562 ETFs posted a new 52-week
low as compared to 52 new 52-week
highs. The last three months there have
been 461, 642 and 562 new 52-week lows
set, another reason I feel a bottom is

12/16/08 PROSHARES ULTRA 15.77
SEMICONDUCTOR

12/16/08 PROSHARES ULTRA TECH 22.96

ETF Corner
(continued from page 9)



By Christopher Mistal

Headwaters (HW) Stopped Out

Added on November 6, HW was subse-
quently stopped out on November 18 when
it closed below 6.74 for a loss of 13.0%

USEC (USU) Stopped Out

Last month’s gains quickly evaporated as

the market skidded to the November 20
lows. USU was stopped out when it
closed below 2.96 on that day for a loss
of 12.9%

Tengasco (TGC) Stopped Out

Following a one month wait, TGC was
finally added to the portfolio on
November 14 at 0.58. Declining crude

prices continued to pressure natural gas
prices and TGC’s share price.TGC was
stopped out on December 4 when it
closed below 0.50, a 13.8% loss on the
position.

Disclosure Note: At press time, officers
of the Hirsch Organization held positions
in ERX.

Almanac Investor Stock Portfolio
Recommended 12/15/08 Net % Buy Stop

Ticker Company     Date Price Price Value*** Return*** Limit1 Loss1 Current Advice 1

HW Headwaters 10/15/08 7.75 7.26 Closed -13.0% Stopped Out 11/18 @ 6.74
USU USEC 10/15/08 3.40 4.39 Closed -12.9% Stopped Out 11/20 @ 2.96
TGC Tengasco 10/15/08 0.58 0.66 Closed -13.8% Added 11/14, 

Stopped 12/4 @ 0.58

Cash From Half & Closed Positions $64,726.60
Total Portfolio Value $64,726.60

% Change from Last Issue -0.9%
% Change from Last 12 Issues -13.7%

Portfolio % Gain Since Inception - July 2001 194.2%

Almanac Investor ETF Portfolio
Recommended 12/15/08 Net % Buy Stop Auto

Ticker Company Date Price Price Return*** Limit1 Loss1 Sell Current Advice 1

DIA Diamond DJIA 30 10/20/08 93.20 85.99 -13.9% Stopped Out 11/20 @ 80.26
IWM iShares Russell 2000 10/20/08 54.69 45.38 -18.0% Stopped Out 11/19 @ 44.86
QQQQ PowerShares QQQ 10/20/08 33.20 29.16 -13.6% Stopped Out 11/17 @ 28.69
SPY S&P 500 SPDR 10/20/08 98.81 87.48 -15.0% Stopped Out 11/19 @ 83.95
USO Unites States Oil 11/12/08 49.00 36.77 -14.3% Bought 11/13 @ 49.00 

Stopped Out 11/20 @ 42.00
ERX Direxion Energy Bull 3X 12/4/08 31.09 40.73 31.0% 38.00 Buy Dips, Added 12/4 @ 31.09
UYG ProShares Ultra Financial 12/4/08 5.30 5.15 -2.8% 5.50 Buy Current, Added 12/4 @ 5.30
URE ProShares Ultra Real Estate 12/4/08 4.76 5.12 7.6% 5.50 Buy Current, Added 12/4 @ 4.76
USD ProShares Ultra Semiconductor 12/4/08 11.32 14.12 24.7% 13.00 Buy Dips, Added 12/4 @ 11.32
ROM ProShares Ultra Tech 12/4/08 18.64 21.07 13.0% 20.00 Buy Dips, Added 12/4 @ 18.64
USO Unites States Oil 12/4/08 35.41 36.77 3.8% 39.00 Buy Current, Added 

12/4 @ 35.41
DIA Diamond DJIA 30 12/17/08 82.00 85.99 New 82.00 Buy Dips
QQQQ PowerShares QQQ 12/17/08 28.00 29.16 New 28.00 Buy Dips
SPY S&P 500 SPDR 12/17/08 84.00 87.48 New 84.00 Buy Dips

Open Position Average % Return 0.2%
Average Total % Return 1.5%

1 STANDARD POLICY: SELL HALF ON A DOUBLE, Buy Limits good til cancel, Stop only if closed below Stop Loss. 2 Half position. * Adjusted. ** Canadian Dollars.
*** Based on $1000 initial investment in each stock, Net % Return includes half & closed positions available on request,Value is open position value.
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Stock Updates – Wiped Out

12/15/08 HEADWATERS 7.26 12/15/08 USEC 4.39 12/15/08 TENGASCO 0.66



Fundamental: Washed out? The NBER officially stated that the economy has been in recession since December 2007. For the 2001 recession, the
announcement was made 2 weeks after the recession ended, in 1991, six weeks after, in 1982, also six weeks after. Consumer confidence
has bottomed out as has the Housing Market Index. Q4 earnings are likely to be abysmal, but could (should?) turn on a dime for Q1. Fun-
damentally, the market is poised to rally. The consumer is the lynchpin for the nascent bull market. 

Technical: Bottom set? November 20 low is looking like a bottom. The Dow has caught its 50-day moving average and is closing the gap between the
100- and 200-day MAs. The Dow chart is looking like a W bottom (no pun intended). 9000 is an important psychological level. The market
wants to close the gap left by the waterfall decline that began around Dow 10500. The NASDAQ looks even stronger with a better bottom set.

Monetary: Unprecedented. The Fed has turned to a new trick—setting a range for the fed funds rate. Their serrated cut left their key rate between
zero and .25. Their hand was essentially forced as 90-day treasury rates are now at 0.02% with the 1- and 3-month notes briefly slipping
into negative territory. Does it make sense to make cents of a dollar? Fear is overblown and bolsters the bullish case. Inflation has com-
pletely abated and now deflation is the big concern. 

Seasonal: Bullish. Santa is coming to town. The market is in its seasonal sweet spot. We are looking for a strong end of year rally lasting into early
2009. A strong first five days in January with full month follow-up would be a harbinger of good things – should Santa get waylaid, or
January fail to produce gains, we will temper our excitement. 

19 20 21 22 23
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT   SUN

5 6 7 8 9

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

24 25 

31

10 11 

26 27 28 29 30

Economic release dates obtained from sources believed to be reliable.
All dates subject to change.

JANUARY 2009
3 4

Bull symbol signifies a favorable day based on
the S&P 500 Rising 60% or more of the time
on a particular trading day 1988-2008

Bear symbol signifies an unfavorable day based
on the S&P 500 Falling 60% or more of the time
on a particular trading day 1988-2008

Expiration Day
Dow Down 9 of Last 10
With Some Big Losses

Philadelphia Fed Survey
PPI

CPI
Industrial Production
U Mich Consumer Sentiment

Start: None
In Play: Biotech, Healthcare Products,
Pharmaceutical, Consumer, Banking, Broker/Dealer,

Cyclical, Materials, Real Estate, Transports, Oil
Finish: Utilities, High Tech, Internet, Telecom,
Computer Tech, Healthcare Providers

Market at a Glance

Bullish Sector Seasonalities: 

Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 206 (4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, we advise all readers to recognize that they should not assume that all recommendations made in the future will be profitable 
or will equal the performance of any recommendations referred to in this issue. The information presented in this issue has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
The security portfolio of the newsletter staff or affiliated companies may, in some instances, include securities mentioned in this issue. Additional disclosures can be found at www.stocktradersalmanac.com.

Import/Export Prices
Int'l Trade Deficit
Treasury Budget

Beige Book
Business Inventories
Retail Sales

Housing Starts
NAHB Housing Mrkt Index

FOMC Meeting

Durable Goods
ECI
New Home Sales

SEMI Book to Bill Ratio

Existing Home Sales
Leading Indicators

ECRI Future Inflation Index

Factory Orders
FOMC Minutes
ISM Non-Mfg. Index

Construction Spending
Vehicle Sales

Chain Store Sales
Consumer Debt

Employment Rate
Wholesale Trade

1 2

ISM Index
Semiconductor Billings

Monday Before
Expiration

Dow Up 12 of Last 16

2nd Trading Day of Year
Dow Up 12 of Last 15

Santa Claus Rally Ends

1st Trading Day of Year
NASDAQ Up 8 of Last 11

S&P Down 4 of Last 5

Dow: 0.7%
Up 14 Down 7

Rank #7

Presidential
Inauguration

Agricultural Prices
Chicago PMI
Advance Q4 GDP
U Mich Consumer SentimentConsumer Confidence

Average January Gains Last 21 Years:

2008 Worst Dow, S&P and NASDAQ January Point Loss on Record

January Ends "Best Three Month" Span

*TUESDAYS: Weekly Chain Store Sales & Avg Hourly Earnings

*WEDNESDAYS: Oil & Gas Inventories

*THURSDAYS: Weekly Unemployment Report, Weekly Mutual Fund Flows &

Weekly Natural Gas Storage Report

*FRIDAYS: Weekly Leading Economic Index

*Except holidays

S&P: 0.9%
Up 14 Down 7

Rank #6

NAS: 2.4%
Up 15 Down 6

Rank #1

New Year’s Day 
(Market Closed)

Martin Luther King Jr. Day 
(Market Closed)

January's First Five Days act as an
“Early Warning System”

January Barometer 91.4% Accurate
Official Results Emailed to Almanac Investor Subscribers

After the Close on the 30th


